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New Metl-Span Product Line Available 
 

We are excited to announce our new product line of Metl-Span Insulated Metal panels.  We have 
expanded our offering of insulated metal wall and roof products and added additional SP and PVDF color 
options which are also now available to be scoped in eQuote as standard offerings. 
 
 

Metl-Span Panels 
 
In addition to Mesa, Light Mesa, Striated, Santa Fe, and CFR 
IMP Roof, standard Metl-Span IMP panels now include 
Thermalsafe ® Fire Rated Partition, Tuff-Cast ™, Tuff Wall ®, 
and Fluted Wall.  
 
CF Mesa: The CF Mesa panel is well suited for exterior and 
interior walls and ceiling applications. The lightly corrugated 
profile on both faces creates symmetry while the minor rib 
provides a flattened appearance. 
 
CF Light Mesa: This shallower version of our Mesa profile is 
ideal for commercial, institutional and industrial applications. 
 
CF Striated: The CF Striated panel's exterior face is lightly 
profiled with narrow longitudinal striations, which create a subtle shadow effect but exhibit a virtually 
flat appearance from a short distance away. 
 
CF Santa Fe: The CF Santa Fe panel has a flat exterior profile with a heavy, embossed stucco texture that 
mimics the look of a masonry finish. 
 
CFR-IMP: The CFR-IMP roof panel provides an unsurpassed weathertight seal and service life. Ideal for 
commercial, industrial and institutional markets, the panel can be used on roof slopes as low as ½": 12". 
 
CF Flute: The CF Flute panel features a ribbed profile that provides bold vertical reveals complementary 
to any temperature-controlled building. 
 

More 

Info 

Here! 
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CF Tuff Wall: The CF Tuff Wall is an attractive, stucco-like panel. 
Its hard aggregated, fiber-reinforced polymer coating offers a 
durable, impact and abrasion-resistant coating that withstands 
severe weather conditions. 
 
CF Tuff-Cast: The CF Tuff-Cast panel mimics the look of finished 
precast concrete. Its hard aggregated, fiber-reinforced polymer 
coating offers a durable, impact and abrasion-resistant coating 
that withstands severe weather conditions. 
 
ThermalSafe: ThermalSafe is the panel of choice with a fire-
resistant interlocking side joint, achieving a one-, two- or three-
hour fire rating for walls and 1.5 hours for ceilings.  
 

Standard Color Options 
 
An expanded offering of standard IMP colors is now available 
for our Metl-Span products. There are 12 standard PVDF and six 
standard SP colors. Tuff Cote® wall panels are available in seven 
exterior color options for Tuff Wall and Tuff-Cast panels only. 
Color charts are here.  
 
 

 
 
 
Webinars 

 
To learn more and ask questions, NBG will be hosting webinars 
on Tuesday, June 13 and Thursday, June 15 at 11:00 am EST and 
3:00 pm EST. Please register at the buttons below.  
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